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Motivation for Disruption Mitigation Studies
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- Predicting and controlling disruptions is an important and urgent issue for ITER. ITER 

is expected to use Massive Gas Injection (MGI) to reduce the deleterious effects of a 

disruption. 

- Reactors based on the ST and Tokamak concepts are expected to carry several MA of 

plasma current and therefore have the potential for disruption and the generation of 

substantial amounts of run-away electrons. Some may be unavoidable. For these cases, 

a fast discharge termination method is needed to minimize the deleterious effects of the 

disruption. 

- Experiments on tokamaks use massive gas injection (MGI) from the low field side to 

terminate discharges.

- NSTX has the capability to do a comparison of massive gas injection from the private 

flux region (PRF) and the high field side region (HFS) to gas injection from the 

conventional mid-plane injection location.

- Such experiments should add unique new results to the MGI data base. 
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Theoretical / empirical justification
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• At present Massive Gas Injection (MGI) is the most promising method for 

safely terminating discharges in ITER. 

• Experiments have shown that the cold front from the edge, which has been 

cooled by a massive gas injection pulse, needs to reach the q=2 surface for 

the onset of rapid core cooling to occur.

• On ITER, because of the large minor radius of the device, the long transit 

times for the slow moving neutral gas, and the large scrape-off-layer flows, it 

is not known if a simple MGI pulse from multiple locations would be 

adequate. 

• Insight into ways for reducing the total amount of injected gas and 

optimizing the injection locations would help with the design of a reliable 

system for ITER. 
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Example of Thermal and Current Quench in DIII-D MGI 

Experiment [E.M. Hollmann, et al., NF 45 (2005) 1046]
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Typical Gas Loads used inTokamaks: [Pautasso-NF07]

• C-MOD: 0.3 x 70bar*760Torr/bar = 16,000 Torr.L

• JET: 0.65X36bar*760=18,000 Torr.L

• DIII-D: 1000 Torr.L Argon, 15ms pulse (2005), 

10,000 Torr.L Argon, 10ms pulse  (2006) , 

• ITER (TQ): 150,000 Torr.L (20 kPa-m^3)

• ITER (RE supp.): (500 kPa.m^3)
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Uniqueness of Proposed NSTX Experiments
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• Injection from the proposed location has two advantages. 

• First, the gas is injected directly into the private flux region, so that it does 

not need to penetrate the scrape-off-layer. 

• Second, because the injection location is located near the high-field side 

region, the injected gas should be more rapidly transported to the interior as 

known from high-field side pellet injection research and from high-field side 

gas injection on NSTX. 

• By comparing gas injection from this new location to results obtained from 

injecting a similar amount of gas from the conventional outer mid-plane, 

NSTX results on massive gas injection can provide additional insight, a new 

database for improving computational simulations, and additional 

knowledge to disruption mitigation physics using massive gas injection.
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Vary the poloidal location for MGI
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• Initial Experiments:

- Compare MGI into private flux region

to mid-plane and to SOL

-1250 Torr.L gas injection

- Neon & D2

• Detailed Experiments:

-Modify plenum size and valve

throughput rates

-Consider other poloidal locations

-Simultaneous injection from multiple

locations to maintain cold edge mantle

and reduce poloidal asymmetries

1a: Private flux region   1b: lower SOL 

2: Conventional mid-plane injection

3: Variation in poloidal location

Unique capability of NSTX:

Asses benefits of injection into the 

private flux region & the high-field 

side region vs. LFS mid-plane
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Version-1 of NSTX Massive Gas Injection Assembly Valves
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Three fast acting Pneumatic Valves empty a 250 cc Plenum into the vessel
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MGI Assembly as Installed for Lower Divertor Injection
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Experimental Run Plan
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Part-I: Do an initial test of PFR vs LFS injection using an Ohmic plasma and 

inject during current flat-top

Part-II: Initial experiments

• Compare PFR vs LFS

• Compare HFS vs LFS

Part-III: Detailed experiments

• Readjust plenum size & gas throughput based on initial results

• Vary time of gas injection to obtain variation with evolving q surface

• Install third MGI assembly in position C (run time permitting)

• Simultaneously inject using all three (or two) injectors
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Establish plasma conditions and the trigger times 

for NBI, MGI & start of VDE
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Time sequence for initiation of an MGI triggered disruption

T0 = MGI Trigger T1 = PF3U/3L Freeze + PF3U Voltage offset

Start of VDE

Plasma current

PF3U

PF3L

NBI T2 = NBI turn-off time after

T3 = Time when MGI gas front 
contacts plasma edge

Typical estimated
Times:
T0 = 390ms
T1 = 400ms
T2 = 401ms
T3 = 402ms
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Planned Analysis 

Integration of Diagnostics and Resulting data
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Thomson scattering, EFIT, neutral pressure gauges

Physics of gas penetration (fraction that penetrates separatrix)

H-alpha array, neutral pressure gauges

System response time (gas trigger time to first detection of injected gas interacting with 

the plasma edge)

Multi-color Soft X-ray, H-alpha, Ip, EFIT, Thomson scattering, Mirnov coils

Delay in current quench after the gas contacts plasma edge

Rate of current quench and vertical dynamics of the plasma

3-D MHD response to the whole equilibrium and MHD activity 

Thermal quench evolution & pedestal collapse

Bolometer array- Core radiated power dynamics

Halo current sensors- Dependence on halo current amplitude on gas assimilation 

(Mitigated vs. beta limit and a VDE disruption)

Two color divertor fast infrared camera and Eroding thermocouples

Spatial distribution of Thermal loads & fast heat flux measurements

Locked mode, RWM mode - n=0 mode detectors - Precursors to disruption 


